
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of subcontract management. If you are looking for an exciting place
to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for subcontract management

Advises subcontractors on subcontract management, financial management,
sub-TO and sub-IDIQ content and analysis, labor category, and rates for
relevant subcontractor personnel
Identifies subcontractor management and administration risks, and works
closely with the GHSC-PSM IDIQ PMU Subcontracts Manager/s and Director
to resolve issues as they arise
Drafts modifications to sub-IDIQ and sub-TO contracts
Develops tools and templates for efficient, effective, and compliant
subcontract performance management and administration, and builds the
capacity of GHSC-PSM HQ and Country Team staff on subcontract
administration best practices
Creates, updates and manages project-related trackers and other
documentation
Gathers, tracks, and drafts reports pertaining to subcontractor budget and
level of effort utilization and projections
Fields ad hoc project procurement requests, including drafting RFP/RFQ
based on an approved template, issuing the solicitation, and supporting the
administration of the selection process and the execution of the agreement,
under the direction of a supervisor
Recruits short-term technical assistance as needed, including communicating
scopes of work, policy, and allowance guidance to consultants
Coordinates with IDIQ teams and the project team as needed to compile
agendas for PMU and project-related meetings

Example of Subcontract Management Job Description
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Qualifications for subcontract management

Strong problem solving skill and good communication skill
Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, Finance, Computer Science or
related emphasis or equivalent combination of education and experiencer
(Bachelor Degree = 8 years of additional applicable experience)
Experience in subcontract negotiation and management or procurement or
buying
Prior experience in leading special assignments Root Cause Corrective Action
and/or process improvement
Should have experience in repair concept of operations, contract
accountability provisions, metrics
Experience with Subcontract management process and strategies


